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Abstract-A review of previously published work extending the rational basis to include Hermite inter- 
polation is given. New high order transformation methods are described for Hermite interpolation. The 
intimate connection between the two basic methods both in the construction of transformations and the 
construction of basis functions is highlighted and the basic high order transformation method is generalised 
to handle elements with an arbitrary number of sides. 
INTRODUCTION 
The theory of rational basis construction for Lagrange interpolation given by Wachspress[l] is 
extensive and quite aesthetic. That given for Lagrange interpolation using the high order 
transformation method[2] is quite restricted by comparison. There is one sense in which it is 
more general for the basis construction can proceed “given a suitable transformation” and this 
does not restrict us to algebraic urves. However to be of practical significance we must also 
have some method of producing this transformation. This is one of the aspects of the process 
which could make the high order transformation method more restricted in application than the 
rational basis method. The method given in [2] was also restricted to elements having three or 
four sides. This restriction does not apply to the rational basis. Here we shall extend the 
generality of the high order transformation method to include elements with more than four 
curved sides. A transformation will be necessary and we will give a simple technique for 
producing a particular class of suitable transformations. These transformations will have the 
effect of replacing the given curves by ones which can be parameterised as polynomials. Such 
curves should be sufficiently general for good geometric approximation to a given curved 
element and thus we will greatly increase the generality of the high order transformation 
method. 
Hermite bases for the triangle were introduced in 1%8[3]. These and other Hermite bases 
have proved popular. One reason is that parameters used in the method, e.g. function 
derivatives, often have a direct connection to important physical quantities and can be obtained 
directly from the finite element solution obviating the need for a subsequent differentiation. The 
isoparametric transformation method is most commonly used in its Lagrange form where the 
transformation depends only on the basis functions and the coordinates of the nodes. In its 
Hermite form the transformation is implicit in nature, certain derivatives having to be specified 
before the transformation is completely determined[4]. This problem can be easily overcome 
but even then the isoparametric method is only first order. Here we shall generalise both the 
rational basis and high order transformation methods to include high order Hermite bases 
construction. The extension for the rational basis method has already been given[S] but for 
completeness and to introduce notation we give a brief outline of the method here. 
Dimension 
HERMITE BASIS 
We shall produce a conforming Hermite basis for (2n + I)th degree approximation on a three 
sided element where each side is an arc of a conic. Since the (2n + 1)th degree polynomial in 
two variables has (2n + 3)(n + 1) degrees of freedom we will require at least this number of 
basis functions. For the straight sided triangle this number is sufficient but it is insufficient if 
any of the sides are curved. We will interpolate function value and partial derivatives up to and 
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including order n at the vertices. A polynomial of degree 2n + 1 interpolating the homogeneous 
conditions at two vertices is equivalent o the corresponding algebraic urve having multiple 
points of order n + 1 at these vertices. This curve and the conic arc then have 2(n + 1) 
intersections. This is insufficient o imply that the two curves have a common component and 
hence that the polynomial interpolating the homogeneous conditions at the opposite vertices is 
identically zero on the opposite side. This is necessary for the final basis to be conforming. We 
hence place an additional 2n + 1 nodes on the conic side and interpolate function value at each 
of these points. Now the curve of degree 2n + 1 interpolating the homogeneous conditions will 
have 4n + 3 points in common with the conic. By Bbzout’s theorem the two curves must have a 
common component and conformity is assured. We will choose an additional (n/2)(n + 1) 
interior points and interpolate function value at these points. No subset of (m + l)(m + 2)/2 of 
the interior points must lie on a curve of degree m. The total dimension of the basis is then 
dim = (2n + 3)(n + 1) + I(2n + 1) (1) 
where I is the number of conic arcs. 
Notation 
Let the set {H,(x, y)}cr = 1.2, . . ., N, N = (n/2)(n + 1) be the set of polynomials of degree 
2n + 1 which satisfy the homogeneous conditions at the vertices, i.e. 
a’+‘H,(x, y) 
. I aday “, =o (2) 
j,j=O,l,..., n, i + j s n and where V,, k = 1,2,3 are the vertex nodes; and 
H&9, Ye) = &x8 a, /3 = 1,2, . . ., N 
8, = 0 ifi#j Sri-1 
where (x,, y.) are the co-ordinates of the node associated with H,(x, y). 
These nodes will be chosen in the interior of the element. Let T&x, y) be the set of 
polynomials of degree 2n + 1 which satisfy, 
(3) 
for 
and 
a, /L?, i, j = 0, 1, . . ., N i+j,a+pln k,y= 1,2,3 
T,&(&, Ya) = 0 S = 1,2, . . ., N 
(i.e. T_@,(x, y) is zero at all the interior nodes). 
The set {I&(x, y), T&x, y)} spans polynomials of degree 2n + 1 and in construction of our 
basis of order 2n + 1 for curved elements we will find it easier (though equivalent) to demand 
that the final basis spans {I&(x, y). T&x, y)} rather than the monomials (1, x, y,. . .,x2”+‘, 
x**y, . . ., y2n+’ }. We introduce the basis functions IWoe,., WZi and WCi, writing them as 
wli(X, y) or WIi(p, 4, x, y) when necessary to stress the dependence. The WV,,, correspond to 
vertices, the WZi to interior nodes and the WCi to non vertex nodes on the curved sides. We 
will require that these functions satisfy similar properties to the {Hi} and {Tpsy} though we now 
require these properties to be satisfied at more nodes. We demand that the final basis span 
polynomials of degree 2n + 1. This can be written, 
and 
WIj + z Hj(% Yi) WCi = Hit-5 Y)* j= 1,2,...,N (4) 
I 
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Hence to construct a basis we could first produce a set {WC;} and a set { WIi} satisfying eqn (4) 
and then apply eqn (5) to complete the basis. 
Rational Hennite basis 
We will produce the basis functions associated with the non vertex nodes on the curved 
sides and the ones associated with the interior nodes. Each of these basis functions is of the 
form 
0(x, Y W(x, Y )Im, Y 1. 
(We ignore a multiplicative normalising constant. This greatly simplifies the expressions for the 
basis functions without losing any details involved in their construction.) 
0(x, y) is the term required to ensure that the basis function is identically zero on all element 
sides .not containing the appropriate node. This ensures conformity. The N(x, y) term will 
ensure that the basis function is also zero, as required, at the remaining nodes-all but one of 
the nodes. D(x, y) is the unique algebraic urve defined by the elements external intersection 
points and described originally by Wachspress[l]. The 0(x, y) is simply the product of the 
polynomials associated with element sides which do not include the node being considered. 
Hence for the basis functions { WIi} the corresponding 0(x, y) will be the product of the three 
polynomials associated with the element sides; for the { WCi} functions it will be the product of 
two polynomials. 
For degree 2n + 1 approximation we have chosen N interior nodes. Now for the {LVIi} 
functions the 0(x, y) term ensures that the basis function is identically zero along the element 
sides and hence at all the vertex and side nodes. However we must also ensure that each of the 
basis functions is zero at the remaining N - 1 interior nodes and that it has a zero of 
multiplicity at least n + 1 at each of the vertex nodes. Hence N(x, y) must have N - 1 simple 
zeros at the remaining interior nodes and zeros of multiplicity n - 1 at the vertices. This gives 
2n2 - n - 1 linear conditions on N(x, y) which uniquely determines an algebraic urve of degree 
2n-2. 
For the { WCi} basis functions the 0(x, y) terms ensure that the basis is zero on all opposite 
sides and hence at all the nodes on these sides. We also have a double zero at the opposite 
vertex and simple zeros at adjacent vertices. In this case we require the N(x, y) term to be zero 
at the remaining 2n nodes on the curved side and at the N interior nodes. It must also have a 
zero of multiplicity n - 1 at the opposite vertex and zeros of multiplicity n at the adjacent 
vertices. This imposes 2n2 + 3n linear conditions on N(x, y) and determines a curve of degree 
2n. This completes the construction of the functions associated with the interior nodes and non 
Fig. 1 
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vertex side nodes. Before deducing the remainder of the basis from eqn (5) it is crucial to 
determine if the above construction is consistent with eqn (4). This is shown in detail in [S] and 
we will not reproduce it here proceeding, rather, to an example of the construction. 
Example 
We will construct a rational degree three basis for the element bounded by three conic arcs 
(Fig. 1). Let the curves opposite nodes 1, 2 and 3 be f(x, y) = 0, g(x, y) = 0 and h(x, y) = 0 
respectively and write WCF, WCG and WCH for the basis functions associated with the non 
vertex nodes on the curves, f, g and h. In this example n = 1 and hence we choose 2n + 1, i.e. 
three non vertex nodes on each curve. We label these f,, fr, f3, g,, g,, g3, h,, ht, and h3 on the 
corresponding curves. We have one interior node el. Now D(x, y) is the unique cubic defined by 
the external intersection points. We require double points at the vertices and since the 0(x, y) 
term for WI, already has double points there the N(x, y) term is unity. 
Hence 
~l(X. Y) = f(x, ykk YVG Y) m, Y) 
and 
wCF = g(x, Y)KG y)(ei; 2; 3; fj; 6). 
I 
@x* Y) ’ 
wCG, = h(x, Y)fk Y)(G; 3: 1: gj; &). 
I 
D(x* Y) ’ 
(6) 
(7) 
WcH, = fk Ykk Y)(el; 1; 2; hj; h,) 
I 
D(x, Y 1 
where i, j and k are permutations of 1, 2 and 3. Equation (5) completes the basis with (Y, P = 0 
or 1 and, of course, y = 1, 2 or 3. 
High order transformation Hermite basis 
The high order transformation method involves a transformation of some simpler element 
onto the given curved element. This enables us to carry out what integrations are required by 
using the transformation and hence obtaining integrals over simpler elements. This may not 
always be required but since there are many popular quadrature rules for the standard regions it 
is often an advantage and in this respect is an advantage shared by both the high order 
transformation and isoparametric methods. More importantly several of the basis functions are 
produced partially in the co-ordinates of the simpler element and for this element we have a 
much simpler external intersection cycle. For conformity we require that the basis functions are 
identically zero on all opposite sides. In the rational basis method with curved sides this means 
that there must be a 2nd degree polynomial factor in the numerator of the basis function for 
each opposite side. This introduces extra intersection points and increases the degree of the 
basis function. The denominator is thus introduced to “counteract” this effect on the adjacent 
sides. If we can transform the curved element into a straight sided one then in the new 
co-ordinates all opposite sides are linear and hence the product of the polynomials associated 
with the opposite sides is of lower degree. In the case of the element with three sides we can 
use the simple isoparametric quadratic transformation of the curved element o the triangle. 
This transformation implies that each curve is a parabola. All additional points on the curves 
must then be chosen to be on this parabola and it is convenient o choose them as the images 
under the transformation of evenly spaced points on the corresponding straight sides. We 
choose the same number of extra side nodes and interior nodes as in the rational basis case and 
we will construct he WC functions deducing the remainder from eqns (4) and (5). The general 
form of these basis function will be 
o(P, 4)Nk Y) 
where the curved element in the x, y plane is the image of the triangle in the p, q plane (Fig. 2). 
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A transformation is most easily produced by choosing three additional points (Xi, yi) i = 4,5,6 
one on each of the curved sides and then defining 
Fig. 2. 
6 
Y = Ytdii(P9 4) 
(8) 
where the 4i(pv q) are the simple quadratic polynomial Lagrange basis functions associated 
with the straight sided triangle. The term N(x, y) is identical to the one described in the rational 
basis case but the O(p, q) serves the same purpose as the quotient 0(x, y)/D(x, y) in the rational 
basis case. We introduce the notation [A; B] to denote (up to a multiplicative constant) the 
linear form in the p, q co-ordinates which is zero at points A and B in the p, q plane. Then for 
the WC functions the corresponding Ot’p, q) is of the form [K; L][K; Ml, i.e. simply the product 
of the two linear forms representing the two opposite triangle sides. 
Consistency 
We must show that the WC functions thus defined reduce to polynomials of degree 2n + 1 
on the side associated with their node and that the WI functions defined by eqn (4) are 
identically zero on the boundary of the element. For the WC functions opposite node I the 
O(p, q) is given by 
O(P, 4) = [I; JIII; Kl IfJorK,JfK. (9) 
Now [I; J] and [I; K] have simple intersections with [J; K] at the points J and K respectively. 
Also (J; K) has exactly two intersections with the image of [J; K] in the x, y plane and these 
intersections as well as the corresponding curves correspond under the transformation. We note 
that since the curved side opposite node I is a parabola  line intersects it in exactly two points. 
Since we have identified these points as J and K we have the following equivalence. 
[I; J][1; K] s (I; K) modfi(x, y) (10) 
where fi(X, y) = 0 is the curve opposite node Z. That is O(p, q) = linear in x and y mod fi(X, y). 
But N(x, y) is a polynomial of degree 2n hence WC = Pzncl(x, y) modfi(x, y) where Pz.+r(x, y) 
is a polynomial of degree 2n •t 1. Now using eqn (4) we define the WZ functions by 
wii(P9 99 X9 Y) = Hit& Y) - x Jfi(Xj7 Yj) WCj(Pv 47 XT Y)- 
I 
(11) 
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Now each WC function is equivalent to some polynomial of degree 2n + 1 in the x, y 
coordinates modulo each curve. Furthermore the H and WC functions have zeros of multi- 
plicity n + 1 at each vertex. Hence WIi(p, 4, x, y) = QZncl(x, y) mod each curve. &+,(x, y) 
being some polynomial of degree 2n + 1. The WZ functions hence have zeros of multiplicity 
n + 1 at each vertex and simple zeros at each non vertex boundary point while also being 
polynomial of degree 2n + 1 on the element boundary. There are 2n + 1 non vertex boundary 
points on each curve and hence Q 2n+l(~, y) has 2n + I+ 2(n + I), i.e. 4n + 3 intersections with 
each parabola. Hence, by B&out’s theorem it must have a common component with each 
parabola. Hence each WI function is identically zero on the element boundary. Normalisation 
of the WC functions would then ensure normalisation of the WZ functions, i.e. 
wl,(Xjy Yj) = hj- (12) 
Equation (5) is then used to complete the basis which is then assured to be conforming and 
order 2n + 1. 
As an example we produce a quintic basis for the three sided element bounded by two 
straight lines and a parabolic arc (Fig. 3). Without loss of generality we can take the vertices to 
be (0, 0), (1.0) and (0,l) in both planes. Then we can use the corresponding special case of eqn 
(8) 
x = p( 1+ aq); Y =dl+Lv) (13) 
where a = 2(2X - l), fi = 2(2Y - 1) and (X, Y) are the coordinates of the point f3 in the x, y 
plane. This point has coordinates (l/2,1/2) in the p, 4 plane. 
Now let Ni(X, y) be the quartic which has simple zeros at vertex 1, at the interior nodes (C)v 
at the side nodes (fj}j# i and has double points at vertices 2 and 3. Then 
WG(Pv 43 XT Y I= P@Ji(X* Y 1 i = 1,2, . . ., 5. 
From eqn (4) we get 
wii(P9 49 Xv Y I= Hit-T Y I- T MXj9 Yj) WCj(P9 49 4 Y); i= 1,2,3 I’ 
where (Xi, y,) are the coordinates of the side nodes vi}. Finally from eqn (5) 
(Y,p=o,1,2; 
(14) 
(15) 
y = 1,2,3. 
(16) 
.\ : 
2 
P 
Fig. 3. 
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Transformations 
An essential part of the high order transformation method is the availability of a trans- 
formation relating the given element o a simpler one-usually the curves in the given element 
are the images of straight lines under the transformation. Though the actual form of the 
transformation does not dictate the procedure for the subsequent basis construction the form 
does play an important role when one considers any integral calculation which may be required. 
Furthermore the utility of the method depends not only on the existence of the transformation 
but on its actual construction. With three and four sided curved elements a suitable trans- 
formation relating these to the corresponding triangles and squares is easily obtainable by using 
the polynomial bases for these simple elements to construct a transformation by the iso- 
parametric method. The transformation is thus polynomial with a resulting great simplification 
of the bases. To extend the use of the high order transformation method to curved elements 
having more than four sides we must produce a suitable transformation connecting the curved 
element o the corresponding polygon. This can be done in the following way. 
Let E be a given m sided curved element with vertices (xi, yi) i = 1,2,. . ., m. Let the points 
(Xi,yi)i=m+l,m+2 ,..., 2m lie on the boundary of E, one point to each side. Let F be an m-gon 
and &(p, q) i = 1,2, . . ., 2m be a rational second order basis for F, di@y q) i = 1,2,. . ., m 
corresponding to vertices and 4i(p, q) i = m + 1, m + 2,. . ., 2m corresponding to mid points 
between vertices. Then 
X = z, Xdi@9 4); 
Y = 5 Ydi(P9 4) 
(17) 
i=l 
gives a suitable transformation from the polygon to the polycon where each conic arc is in fact 
a parabola. To show this one recalls that the &(p, q) are quadratic on the element sides. Hence 
each curve is parameterised as a quadratic polynomial and is hence a parabola. One could 
extend this form of transformation construction quite trivially by choosing, say, a cubic basis 
&(p, 4) i = 1,2,. . ., 3m for F and an additional m points, one on each of the curved sides of E 
and then defining 
3m 
This would give an alternative transformation where now each curved arc would be a particular 
cubic curve. However piecewise approximation by parabolae is likely to be sufficiently accurate 
with a resulting simplification of the transformation and a reduction in the total number of 
required basis functions. 
Generalised isoparametric bases 
The isoparametric method gives a simple way of producing a basis for curved triangles and 
curved and straight-sided quadrilaterals. The basis of course, is only first order, though the 
difference between this and higher order is a function of the distortion of the curved element 
sides from their straight-sided counterparts. If the distortion is small then the basis will be 
“almost” second order. The bases for polygons can be used in conjunction with trans- 
formations like eqns (17) and (18) to produce a tirst order isoparametric basis for the curved 
sided polygon. This is a direct extension of the isoparametric transformation technique. 
High order transformation bases 
As with the three and four sided elements the transformation procedure enables one to 
construct certain functions on the straight sided elements where the intersection theory is 
simpler. The intimate connection between the rational basis and high order transformation 
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methods can be seen in the following way. The general form of a rational basis function is: 
0(x, Y) -x N(x, Y) 
D(s Y) 
(19) 
where N(x, y) is the adjacent factor described, as are 0(x, y) and D(x, y) by Wachspress[l]. 
Now the denominator D(x, y) is necessary because of the extra, unwanted, external inter- 
sections of the element sides. D(x, y) is of degree three less than the sum of the degrees of the 
element sides. Hence for the triangle with one conic arc D(x, y) is linear. In the special case 
where the conic is a particular type of hyperbola we can have D(x, y) = 1 and hence the basis is 
polynomial. This case occurs when the conic intersects the straight sides only at the vertices- 
in the projective plane the other intersections corresponding to points at infinity. Thus we see 
that if the external intersections are at infinity then the denominator is unity. The fewer finite 
external intersection points there are, then the simpler the denominator term. Also the lower the 
degrees of the element sides then the simpler the 0(x, y) term. Now the general form of the high 
order transformation basis is: 
o(P9 4) 
-- N(P, 4, xv Y), 
D(P, d 
which is the same general form as (19). However now all the opposite sides are linear and hence 
the degree of o(p, q) is as small as possible. Equally crucially the number of finite external 
intersection points has been greatly reduced and hence D(p, q) is of much lower degree. For 
example, the four sided element with conic arcs would in general result in a D(x, y) of fifth 
degree but the high order transformation method for this element results in a D(p, q) = 1. The 
high order transformation method on all three and four sided polycons hence results in 
polynomial bases simply because the denominator term for triangles and squares is unity. These 
cases have already been discussed in the literature[2]. For the general polycon we use a 
transformation like, say, eqn (17) relating the polycon to the corresponding polygon. Then for 
each basis function in turn we construct the corresponding opposite factor O(p, q) and the 
denominator D(p, q) for the polygon as described by Wachspress[l]. We note that the 
additional side nodes do not affect this construction and hence there is no inconsistency in 
having 2n + 1 non vertex nodes on the straight side in the p, q plane rather than only n + 1. The 
high order transformation bases give an alternative to the rational basis. However, there are 
several different high order transformation bases for the same element. This, rather unaesthetic 
situation, is as a result of the need to impose the (n + l)(n + 2)/2 linear conditions which 
guarantee a degree n basis and to use these conditions to deduce (n + l)(n +2)/2 of the basis 
functions once the remainder have been found. In contrast he general theory of the rational 
bases provides a systematic way of proving the order of the basis once the entire basis has been 
constructed. Though we can easily construct higher order basis functions which reduce to 
polynomials in x and y on the appropriate sides the final theorem proving global order is, as yet, 
lacking. We are forced then into the above alternative procedure and must select all but 
(n + l)(n + 2)/2 of the basis functions to construct. We may get different bases depending on 
which of the individual basis functions we choose to construct and which to deduce. Even 
having chosen a particular node there may be different basis functions which satisfy the 
required conditions. For example, for the triangle with one curved side and for the node 
opposite the curved side the adjacent factor for a quadratic basis could be the linear form in 
either p, q or x, y, which is zero at the two nodes, one on each of the adjacent sides. For basis 
functions corresponding to side nodes, choosing N(p, q, x, y) as the adjacent factor for the 
corresponding rational basis will result in a basis function which is polynomial of degree n on 
the corresponding side since O(p, q)/D(p, q) will be linear modulo that side and N(x, y) is of 
degree n - 1. Other choices, including ones which avoid singularities as the curve approaches a
straight line, could be used. For vertex nodes the adjacent factor can be chosen so as to have 
simple intersections in p and q at the corresponding adjacent nodes and no other intersections 
with these sides. These intersections together with the intersections from the opposite factor 
ensure that the basis function has the correct behaviour on the adjacent sides. 
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As an example, we produce a second order basis for the five-sided element bounded by four 
parabolic arcs and a line (Fig. 4). Let the vertices be VI, V2, . . ., VT. Let the corresponding 
transformation, of the form of eqn (17), map the pentagon Ur, Ur, . . ., US in the p, q plane to 
this element. The corresponding denominator polynomial D(p, q) is hence quadratic. Let side 
V, V2 be the straight side and the other sides the parabolic arcs. Let f,, f2, fi be nodes on the 
curved side V2V3. Then a suitable basis function corresponding to node fr is given by 
WCF(P, 4, x, Y) = 
[U,; UdU3; UALJ4; wu5; fJ1l(fz; f3) 
D(P, 9) 
(21) 
The basis functions corresponding to the other side nodes on the curved sides are constructed 
similarly. Provided V3, V4 and V5 are not colinear we can construct a set of polynomials of 
degree two Ci(X, y), i = 1,2,. . . , 6, such that 
Ci(Xj9 Yj) = &iv i,j= I,2 ,..., 6, (22) 
where (xi, yi), i = 1,2,. . ., 6, are the coordinates of nodes VI, V2, . . ., V5 and Sr respectively. 
There are 12 basis functions of the form of eqn (21). Let these be labelled 
WCF,, WCF,, . . ., WCFls. The remaining six basis functions are then given by 
wi(P, 49 X3 Y! = Ci(X9 Y) - $ Ci(Xj9 Yj) WcFi(P9 4, x9 Y) 
I= 
(23) 
This construction guarantees that the basis spans polynomials of degree two. We are also 
guaranteed that the basis reduces to polynomials of degree two on the element boundary and 
the appropriate number of nodes on each side then implies conformity. 
CONCLUSION 
Many problems related to the construction and use of basis functions for curved elements in 
the finite element method still exist. The foregoing simply extends the generality of some of the 
methods and makes an attempt at highlighting the strong connection between the rational and 
the high order transformation methods. 
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